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Core Idea:  
Leverage both MarketEDGE360 and LinkedIn to successfully connect with medical 
professionals to establish new relationships and deepen existing ones.

How it Works:  
• My goal is to educate and act as an advocate for medical professionals. As 

part of my practice, I conduct many dinners and educational gatherings for 
individuals in my target market. I emphasize the value of Disability Income 
insurance and implementing a structured process for planning. 

• I also sit down with graduating residents for about an hour and obtain their 
information, including email addresses. I explain that I will be putting them 
on my eNewsletter list and that there is no obligation.

• Using MarketEDGE360’s “Sign Up for a Subscription” option, I uploaded a 
list of recipients for the Creative Wealth Maximization Strategies (CWMS) 
eNewsletter. I have been sending out an average of 800 eNewsletters each 
month and plan to add more names as I gather them.

• Additionally, by optimizing my LinkedIn profile and clearly communicating 
who I work with, I am now able to connect with many medical professionals 
and residents at affiliated hospitals in my area. Once I have a new connection, 
I add their email address to my MarketEDGE360 eNewsletter list. 

• I use MarketEDGE360’s “Email Summary Report” to view the progress of my 
eNewsletter mailings and reach out to anyone who has opened the email or clicked 
on an article, as well as people with outdated email addresses. It’s a great reason to 
pick up the phone and reestablish a relationship or create a new one.

• The best part about using the eNewsletter subscription is that I set it once and don’t 
have to worry about it again. It keeps my practice in front of medical professionals 
every month so that when they’re ready, my name is top of mind.

Technique: Leverage MarketEDGE360’s eNewsletter subscription to 
educate and cultivate relationships within my target market. 
Target Audience: Medical professionals at all stages in their careers 
MarketEDGE360 Media: Upload a List and Sign Up for a Subscription 
(eNewsletter)
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“Sending out monthly eNewsletters 
through MarketEDGE360 has added 
great value to my practice. The 
emails look very professional and my 
audience, many of whom are younger 
medical residents, really appreciate 
receiving the content in an email they 
can quickly view on their phone.” 

Michael Spillert, CFP®

– Michael Spillert 
                       Financial Representative             

Certified Financial Services
Paramus, NJ
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Results:  
• Utilizing both MarketEDGE360 and LinkedIn, I have been able to achieve 

multiple touch points and reinforce my brand with my target market. My average 
open rate for my first three months of eNewsletter mailings is 29.05%.

• Inititial eNewsletter Mailing - After my initiatial mailing, I experienced the   
   following results:
 ■  Within one day of my first eNewsletter mailing, I received positive feedback from     

    my list of contacts, including three emails from people who shared that they had   
    read the articles and found them helpful.

 ■   A current client contacted me and wants to meet to discuss his life insurance   
    coverage This client received the eNewsletter, which reminded him that he needed  
    to contact me. 

 ■   I wrote two Disability Income policy applications which resulted in        
    approximately $18,000 in premium.

• I met a new high-level Center of Influence who is the Chief Resident and 
Department Chairman at a large hospital. There is a great number of potential 
opportunities to work with someone at this level. 

Questions?
Contact the Distributed Solutions Team at MarketEDGE360@glic.com 
or by calling 888-600-4668.
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